Dr. Houston Formally
Inaugurated After A Full Year In Office

Dr. William Vernon Houston, Jt., was formally installed in the chair of his new institution, the Rice Institute, on Thursday, November 15, as the successor to the late President, J. M. Van Vleck.

"I hope that the student body will sit still while I make my inaugural address," said Dr. Houston to the several hundred students present at the ceremony.

"I have been with the students at Rice for the past year and a half and I hope to keep them with me until the end of the year."
Editorials

New Life

A new 3% has been formed.

No noticeable change in the student body is apparent.

Some thinking students have missed on the subject, but probably some fifty per cent do not even know such a step has been made.

Most of those who do know about it are just taking a "wait and see" attitude.

A new Dean of Student Activities has come to work.

In order to relieve a situation which has caused some confusion among the women students and which tended to inhibit the growth of school spirit, a small group met and talked for many weeks to try to work out a solution.

The merits and demerits of such organizations were discussed thoroughly. Finally, it was decided that the merits of learning to speak and think clearly with a group, of keeping a child's books, as well as promoting good spirit in the school, outweighed the more obvious defects.

So the group set about to relieve this ill, and out of this grew the formation of the Sarah Lane Literary Society.

The title have now become flexible rather than tight and rigid. Each has a constitution which has been brought up to date and which must be a working rather than a passive constitution. The S.L.L.S., O.W.L.S., E.S.L.S., and P.A.S.L., will take in as many girls as is possible and still maintain conservative groups. If at any time in the future, however, as many as ten girls can prevent a reasonable petition for a new lit, then their petition will be granted. Also, if one of the present four lit fail to follow its constitution, it begins to go to sleep in any respect, then its charter will be revoked.

The value of belonging to a group is unquestionable. But no girl need be limited to that group, and it is the exception rather than the rule when she feels that she is. The value of having such groups can and will prove their own worth to the school body in years to come.

No outward revolution has taken place. Yet a very real problem has been tackled and a working solution has been put into motion.—SC. Jr.
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LOEWS

SECOND BIG WEEK

NOW'S THE TIME TO SEE

THE YEARLING

Starring

GREATH FICK

J. A. PRINCE

Clara James, Jr. as Judy

F.Oley's
Rice Nine Wins 2
Losses 1 in Last Three Contests
by Bob Willson

Rice 9 - A&M 4
T. C. U. 3
A. & M. 4
B. T. U. 3

Two wins, one loss. The team put together for the win—Bill Hutson. The man responsible for the team's three victories was Bill. Hutson, led by Phil Cong, Buddy Williams, and David Bennett. For sure for the games to come. Williams and Hutson are the key and comfortable hitting and are winning for his fine work behind the plate.

Last Tuesday the Owls outright topped things up with a win against the Aggies that those there out of the Conference row. Williams' first pitching backed by some good hitting and fielding efforts from the players.

Friday, the Boys won T. C. U., 8-7, in an exciting contest. Perhaps a bit overconfident, the long journey beating out team-mate Fred James. Only in two games, Lloyd Longshore lost to Fred Williams. Interestingly, the Owls added to another week's string of strong play.

Bob Newell added three points to his lead by making solid shots in the discus. Evans of Texas was the second place man, losing by a margin of 6-7, 6-2. For the final of the tournament two good and well matched players facing each other the odds and should be watched.

Softball took a back seat this week with the second conference game of the year. The two teams lost last Saturday and the tables were turned this past Saturday. This batch was played for the first time since last year's series. Now, instead of the normal eight players, only three were used in this game.

The Owls hit a home run with a score of 8, which put them ahead 8-7 in the fourth inning. Texas, being able to do anything about the hit. The Owls hit a home run and added another run in the fifth inning.

Chas. Parker was back with both of his specialties, the center fielder and the pitcher. He was the star of the game, leading the Owls to victory.

The Owls made a turn and the whole team was in the lead in the Conference race. Bishop's fine performance in the first inning set up the team with a 7-2 lead in the second. The Owls are off to a good start.

Two records were set by the Owls this week in both home runs and pitching. The Owls hit a home run and added another run in the fifth inning.

Next game: the Owls play Texas at College Station. For Good Things to Eat—Just Across the Street.
Hitting Highlights

By ROBERT FLAGG

For about a month we have seen numerous advertisements in magazines and newspapers urging the public to come to Europe this summer—days for dollars, all expenses paid. Even if we had 10,000, we would not even go on a conducted tour because we would go to a Philharmonic concert with our ears plugged.

But how can a tour leader probably work?—Yield hits the group of old school teachers and directly apply for jobs in New York, receive invitations to look for employment and to give a college lecture in New York to some of the scheduled A.F.L.A. visitors at the Orthodox Synagogue.

This is definitely the right time to join the Parisian Club, as the return of the English channel. Paris was known to Julian, once a Christmastime, as it was. It was then the short city of the times from whom the Paris "Paris" was adopted.

The whole of the 18th day, all expenses. There was a big sale in the Paris Museum of Fine Arts and the whole of that day was spent in the galleries.

The only way to see a foreign city is to go as a foreigner. Get a bike or a car, or walk,
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